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       How would you feel, if the day that you were born, somebody else had
already planned the day of your execution? 
~Gary Yourofsky

If it's not good enough for your eyes, why is it good enough for your
stomach? 
~Gary Yourofsky

My goal is simple. All I want to do is re-connect people with animals.
Awaken some emotions and some feelings and some logic, that is been
buried and suppressed, intentionally, by our society. 
~Gary Yourofsky

You know what's more insane than [slaughterhouses]? Meat eaters.
Walking around, acting like their lifestyle isn't causing any harm. 
~Gary Yourofsky

Stop filtering your nutrients through somebody else's body. 
~Gary Yourofsky

It's not about loving animals. It's about fighting injustice. My whole goal
is for humans to have as little contact as possible with animals. 
~Gary Yourofsky

If people want to be real meat eaters, I'd love to see people eat raw
flesh from the bone, down to the bone with nothing left but the bones,
day after day after day. 
~Gary Yourofsky

I despise 'animal welfare.' That's like saying, 'Let's beat the slaves three
times a week instead of five times a week'. 
~Gary Yourofsky

Every time you have a glass of cow milk, some calf is not. 
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If an 'animal abuser' were killed in a research lab firebombing, I would
unequivocally support that, too. 
~Gary Yourofsky

No human influenced me to become vegan. The screaming, terrified,
enslaved animals were the only influence needed. 
~Gary Yourofsky

What we must do is start viewing every cow, pig, chicken, monkey,
rabbit, mouse, and pigeon as our family members. 
~Gary Yourofsky

I am no longer taking part in the intentional, premeditated murder of
innocent beings. 
~Gary Yourofsky

Vegans are the ONLY unique people on this planet who think outside of
the box. They are the ONLY ones who reject society's norms, and live
differently than the aforesaid groups and people. 
~Gary Yourofsky

The propaganda machine is endless. Religion, media and schools
spew intentional lies and misinformation about proper human-to-animal
relationships. 
~Gary Yourofsky

Protecting the weak is the first step to enlightenment and being truly
civilized. 
~Gary Yourofsky

The propaganda machine keeps on churning out lies and deceit. And
the obedient, unthinking, apathetic people in our society keep accepting
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it. 
~Gary Yourofsky

It's time to reconnect to the natural world for the sake of the animals,
and our collective conscience. Because without spiritual health there
can be no physical health. 
~Gary Yourofsky

Veganism gives people an actual chance to DO SOMETHING instead
of adding more cement (good intentions) to pave that road to Hell. 
~Gary Yourofsky

Addicts are ALWAYS irrational when it comes to their habits. 
~Gary Yourofsky

In the same way humans have domesticated sheep and other animals
by murdering the strong ones and breeding the docile, obedient ones,
the powers-that-be have done the same with the masses. 
~Gary Yourofsky

Veganism can resurrect Eden and create heaven on Earth. We can
have a place where humans view animals in awe, and animals view
humans with a curious aloofness. 
~Gary Yourofsky

Strong leaders are harassed, imprisoned or assassinated, which are
great deterrents if you want to silence a firebrand and suppress a
revolt. 
~Gary Yourofsky

Rush Limbaugh and Sean Hannity would sit down and eat a steak with
Keith Olbermann and Barack Obama before they would dine on tofu
and asparagus with me! 
~Gary Yourofsky
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Our society pushes "family" because once people have families, the
chance of becoming active lessens. 
~Gary Yourofsky
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